An excess of G over C nucleotides in mutagenesis of human genetic diseases.
Strand asymmetries in DNA evolution, including indel and single nucleotide substitutions, were reported in prokaryotes. Recently, an excess of G>A over C>T substitutions in hemophilia B patients was recognized in our molecular diagnostic practices. Further analysis demonstrated biased point mutations between sense and antisense strands when unique changes in factor IX were counted. Similar mutation spectra of factor IX and the HGMD prompted us to speculate that the excess of G>A over C>T may be present in genes other than factor IX. Data from nine genes (each has ≥ 100 missense mutations) retrieved from HGMD, international factor IX database, and Dr. Sommer's lab database in the City of Hope National Medical Center, Duarte, CA, USA were analyzed for their point mutation spectra. Similar to factor IX, all genes selected in this study have biased G>A over C>T unique mutations when nonsense mutations were excluded. The biased missense point mutations were recently convincingly documented by the statistic data of categorized missense mutation in HGMD. The consistence of the genetic observation and the genomic data from HGMD strongly indicate that biased point mutations, possibly a phenotypic selection, are more widespread than previously thought. The biased mutations have immediate clinical impact in molecular diagnostics.